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Summary of features
• Designed for Reference 1 Meta 

• Mounting system with integrated speaker cable 
management

• Aluminium construction provides rigidity and 
stability

• Fillable pillar for the addition of inert filler for 
further stability

• Spike discs to protect wooden floors

• Available in 2 colours – Carbon Black and  
Mineral White

Specifications
Dimensions with plinth (H x W x D) 542 x 260 x 387 mm (21.4 x 10.2 x 15.2 in.)

Weight 7.95 kg (17.5 lbs) per stand

Unit measurement Pair

Stands that perform 
The S-RF1 Floor Stand provides the perfect platform for your speakers to perform. Designed to partner 
Reference 1 Meta speakers, they boast a mounting system with integrated cable management that allows 
wires to be hidden, a pillar that can be loaded with inert filler to further improve stability, and spike discs to 
protect wooden floors, these are exceptionally well-considered stands for an exceptional loudspeaker.

Engineered to maximise performance
The S-RF1 Floor Stand has been engineered to maximise the acoustic performance of Reference 1 Meta, 
with its height dictated by KEF’s UK engineering team. When mounted on the floor stand, the speaker’s 
Uni-Q driver array is located at precisely the same height as those on the floorstanding models in the range, 
which also enhances system cohesion when used in a home theatre set up.   

Perfectly match for Reference 1 Meta
The S-RF1 Floor Stand offers a visually harmonious design that seamlessly blends with the Reference 1 
Meta. Mimicking the Reference 1 Meta's aesthetics, the stand features a metallic deco panel, creating  
a cohesive and elegant look. The S-RF1 Floor Stand is available in two finishes, Carbon Black and  
Mineral White.

Carbon Black Mineral White

*Speakers are not included


